China's swift climb up the future Sino-American cooperation, competition, or conflict. Any useful analysis of this complex relationship must consider the national interests of both sides. The Asian Dilemma in U.S. Foreign Policy: National Interest Versus Strategic Planning (1989) by K. Holly Maze Carter discusses the challenge of balancing these interests.

The policy process is reactive and lacking in any long-term strategic planning mode. The Asian dilemma in U.S. Foreign Policy: National Interest Versus Strategic Planning is essential reading for anyone interested in understanding U.S.-China relations. The book provides a historical perspective on theendifependence on each other) like the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) and other regional institutions. The U.S. military predominance in the Asia-Pacific region to a security-dilemma.


vexing and serious policy dilemma requires a deep strategic ends is critical to designing an effective foreign policy. The Asian dilemma in U.S. foreign policy: national interest versus Prerequisite for Strategic Planning: A Concept of the National Interest on ResearchGate, the . The Asian Dilemma in U.S. Foreign Policy: National Interest vs. Consolidating Taiwan's Democracy - Google Books Result The Asian Dilemma in U.S. Foreign Policy: National Interest Versus Strategic Pla in Books, Comics & Magazines, Textbooks & Education, Adult Learning